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CHAPTER V 

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF INTERNET ON SOCIETY 

 

The Internet is changing the world around us and with that the way our Society works. In 

the previous chapter the positive impact of Internet were analyzed but the nature’s rule is 

that with good comes the bad, the Internet is not only bringing positive influences but is 

also having negative implications on Society. Hence many people fear that Internet will 

have negative effects on children, youth, adults and ultimately on Society. Pornography, 

hate groups, and fraud are all over the Internet because freedom of speech and expression 

applies not only to socially acceptable groups and ideas, but to deviant ones as well. The 

lack of clear National & International Laws regarding electronic communications does not 

help in policing the Internet.  In some countries, like Philippines, Laws were written after 

instances of Internet misuse. Even Jim Hightower is of the opinion “While all this razzle –

dazzle connects us electronically, it disconnects us from each other, having us ‘interfacing’ 

more with computers and T.V. screen than looking in the face of our fellow human beings. 

Is this progress?”1 This quotation indicates that many observers worry that the impact of 

Internet on community, social, and interpersonal interaction is negative and will get 

worsened with increasing Internet usage. Even though interpersonal communication is the 

most important application of the Internet for most people, researches has shown that 

extensive use of the Internet may have negative social consequences. Finding of various 

researches on Internet impact concluded that  

 

- Greater use of the Internet is associated with declines in the size of participants in 

social networks, declines in communication within the family and, for teenagers, 

declines in social support.  

- Greater use of the Internet is associated with increases in loneliness and symptoms of 

depression.   

 

These declines are especially strong during the first years online, but may drop or even 

reverse with time as the services available on the Internet improve. The findings of the 

present study also revealed that as the Internet use grows, the users spend less time with 
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friends and family, shopping in stores or watching television and more time working at 

home - without cutting back their hours. Fig. 5.1 below shows the everyday Internet Usage 

of the Respondents for Non-Academic reasons. 

 

5.1 Everyday Internet Usage of the Respondents for Non- Academic Reasons 

 

1 2 3 4 5< 

66% 17% 6% 4% 7% 

 

Fig 5.1 gives an idea about the average timing given for non -productive activity by the 

Respondents everyday. Non-productive Internet activity means using the Internet in such a 

way that after Internet usage the person feels that he has wasted his time doing that activity 

or while going for different Internet activity somewhere the user is feeling that this activity 

will consume all his time and he will not be benefited or there is no constructive, 

productive result out of that. These non-productive, non- academic activity could be either 

online gaming, Online shopping, search without any intent for shopping or visiting 

pornographic site even when some important work are pending or chatting with the 

strangers or wasting the time to hack, crack, virus production etc though online help etc. 

Of all the Respondents 66% said that they give 1Hour for different non-productive activity 

which they themselves feels is simply wastage of time or they should not do. 17% of the 

Respondents said they give 2 hours for non productive activities, 6% said that some how 

they waste 3 hours, 4% said that they give 4 hours for non productive activity, 7% said that 

they waste 5 hours for non academic reasons. Thus keeping into consideration the strict 

time schedule and the time spent on the non-productive Internet activity somewhere 
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serious signals are given by a few Respondents. But these signals will be more clear when 

the time given for the particular type of non-productive activity is analyzed which has been 

done in fig.5.2 below. 

 

5.2 Non-Productive Internet Activity 

Everyday Non-Productive Internet Activity

0

50
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30  Min 1 Hr Never

Time in Hours

%
Games

Pornography

Chatting

 

 Games Pornography Chatting 

30 Min 4% 4% 52.5% 

1 Hr 3% 1% 47.5% 

Never 94% 95% 0% 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 shows that 7% Respondents are regular in playing online games and are giving on 

an average one-hour everyday where as 94% of the Respondents said that they don’t play 

online games. 5% of the Respondents said that they do visit pornographic website whereas 

95% Respondents said that they had never gone to such sites. All Respondents (100%) said 

that they like chatting and on an average give an hour everyday. Although the ratio of the 

Respondents playing online games and visiting pornographic site is 5-7% but this small 

percentage is sound enough to indicate the pathological social fact.2 Also this small 

frequency of Respondents is enough to spoil the other Respondents. Now lets analyze the 

negative influence and experiences of Internet as per Respondents, which has been done in 

fig. 5.3 below. 
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5.3 Enumeration of Negative impact of Internet as experienced /Observed by the 

Respondents
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Pornography Hacking Addiction Alienation 

Health 

Problems 

Virus 

Problem 

Bulk 

Mail Casino 

17.2% 8% 14.4% 0.6% 5.2% 5.7% 0.6% 0.6% 

 

Piracy 

Chatting 

wit 

Strangers 

Wastage 

of 

Money 

Games 

Addiction 

Waste of 

Time in 

surfing 

Confinement 

to Computer 

Screen 

Sometimes 

Misguiding 

Slow 

Speed 

0.6% 5.7% 10.9% 0.6% 9.8% 0.6% 0.6% 1.1% 

 

Limited 

Physical 

Activity Spam 

Lot of obscene 

Advertisements 

Internet 

Frauds Introvertism 

Authenticity 

Questionable Plagiarism 

0.6% 2.3% 2.3% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 

 

Junk 

Mail Dependency 

Security 

Risk Terrorism Dating 

Unproductive 

Entertainment 

Decline 

in social 

contacts 

Reading of 

Books etc 

Diminishing 

1.1% 0.6% 1.1% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 1.1% 0.6% 
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Anti 

Social 

Activities 

easy 

Irrelevant 

Material 

Search 

Sometime 

search 

without 

aim 

Population 

Explosion Spyware Irritation 

0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 1.1% 

 

Fig. 5.3 is stating the negative implications of Internet on individual as well as society as 

enumerated by the Respondents. Of these negative impacts 17.2% Respondents said 

pornography, 8% said hacking, 14.4 % said Addiction to Internet, 0.6% said Alienation 

from real world, 5.2% said Health problems like Headache, Water in Eyes or dry eyes, 

Backache etc, 5.7% said virus as a problem, 0.6% said Casino Online, 0.6% said piracy, 

5.7% said chatting with strangers which some how results in decline in social interactions 

and social relationship, 10.9% said wastage of time as Internet usage affects daily routine, 

0.6% said addiction to Online games, 9.8% said wastage of time in surfing, 0.6 % 

Respondents said that due to network they are always confined to their computers, 0.6% 

Respondents accepted that sometimes information available on Internet are misguiding for 

e.g. how to prepare fireworks at home, how to hack ,crack like wise other dangerous 

information, 1.1% said that sometimes slow speed of Internet is a biggest problem, 0.6% 

accepted that Internet usage results in limited physical activity for e.g., searching or  

Reading any book can be done from the comfort of the house without going to any library, 

letters can be sent without enveloping it and without going to post office through E-mail, 

similarly shopping, Banking etc can be done through Internet resulting in sticking to the 

chair in front of the computer screen without any physical activity resulting in a dull 

human with his hand always on mouse for varied Internet activity, 2.3 % said Spam, 2.3 % 

said that there are lots of obscene Advertisement on Net which is very wrong, 0.6% 

Respondents said that Internet usage facilitates Introvertness, 0.6% Respondents 

questioned the authenticity of the information available, 0.6% Respondents pointed out 

Internet fraud as one of the negative consequences of Internet usage, 0.6% said plagiarism, 

1.1% said irritation  due to Internet usage because so much information is available that  a 

person gets confused and thinks that one life is not enough, 1.1% said Junk mail, 0.6% said 

dependency for everything on Internet as one of the problem that for everything one 
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requires Internet, 1.1% said security Risk as one of the problem, 0.6% said Cyber 

Terrorism, 0.6% said Cyber dating, 0.6% said unproductive entertainment, 1.1% said 

decline in social work, 0.6% said Anti social activities, 0.6% said Spyware. Other than this 

Respondents also considered violence, Obscenity and Traffic on Internet as one of the 

problem.3  

Thus Internet is impacting society in a negative way acting as the silent and secret place for 

Criminals, immoral and disorganized introvert addicted personality who want to be 

alienated from the face to face relationships and contact influencing each and every aspect 

of Social structures and function of Society adversely. 

  

 

I. NEGATIVE IMPACT OF INTERNET ON SOICETY: QUALITATIVE 

 

All the above empirical facts and findings suggests that Internet is also creating lot of risks 

in Society which positive impact of Internet usage is not allowing highlighting. But these 

negative implications of Internet usage is to be taken seriously otherwise the future 

implications of the negative influences of Internet on Society may one day may emerge 

with multiple new types of social problem creating Chaos inequilibrium in Society.4 Thus 

all the above Negative experiences of users in particular are resulting into varied 

Qualitative negative implications and impact on Indian Society in General which as 

follows: 

a. Danger to social institutions and relationship – like family, neighborhood, and 

community relationship 

b. Social isolation up 

c. Negative Impact on Individual Health and Psychology 

d. Insecurity of Networks and Data 

e. Decline in Face to Face relationships 

f. Reduced need to work 

g. Cyber-sex 

h. Internet Addiction 

i. Possibility of Decline of Cities 
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j. Pornography 

k. Negative impact on Net Based learning 

l. Weakens Community and personal relationships  

m. Cyber Terrorism 

n. Cyber War 

o. e-Politics is not convincing 

p. Potential For International Conflicts 

q. Cyber Crime 

r.  Authenticity of Information on Internet  

s. Excessive Internet Usage is alarming 

 

 

a. Danger to Social Institutions and Relationship – like Family, Neighborhood, and 

Community Relationship 

20% Respondents pointed out the absurdity of the notion that community can arise from 

among people sitting alone, typing messages to virtual friends. Nie and Erbring found that 

as Internet use increases, users are more likely to report a decrease in time spent talking to 

family and friends and attending social events. Online relationships may develop less 

interdependence, understanding, and commitment than comparable to off-line one. 

Marriages, dating relationships, parent-child relationships, and close friendships have been 

noted to be seriously disrupted by "net beings." Users gradually spend less time with in 

their lives in exchange for solitary time in front of a computer. Marriages appear to be the 

most affected as Internet use interferes with responsibilities and obligations at home, and it 

is typically the spouse who takes on these neglected chores and often feels like a "Cyber 

widow." Addicted online users tend to use the Internet as an excuse to avoid needed but 

reluctantly performed daily chores such as doing the laundry, cutting the lawn, or going 

grocery shopping. Those mundane tasks are ignored as well as important activities such as 

caring for children.5 Similar to alcoholics who will try to hide their addiction, Profound 

Internet Users engage in the same lying about how long their Internet sessions really last or 

hiding bills related to fees for Internet service. These same characteristics create distrust 

and will hurt the quality of once stable relationships over time6. Although today all the 
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Respondents are unmarried and do not have any family responsibility. But the situation 

stated in proceeding lines is quiet possible in Indian adults who are married and are using 

Internet for otherwise reason.  

 

b. Social isolation up 

15% of the Respondents who were opponents of the Internet are of the opinion that 

because of Internet we live in a Society of lonely ex-couch potatoes glued to computer 

screens, whose human contacts are largely impersonal and whose political beliefs are 

easily manipulated, relying on the icons of a wired or wireless Society. Internet time is 

coming out of time of viewing television but also out at the expense of time people spend 

on the phone gabbing with family and friends or having a conversation with people in the 

room with them. 10% Respondents said that they use e-mail, and undoubtedly have 

increased their conversations with family and friends through this medium, E-mail is a way 

to stay in touch, but one can't share a coffee or a tea with somebody on e-mail or give them 

a hug.7 In Data Trash, Kroker and Weinstein warn of the increased loneliness of the online 

community member when they write,” The ‘virtual community" of electronic networking 

has such charismatic appeal today because, like a failing spacecraft, we are re-entering the 

burning atmosphere of the lonely (virtual) crowd. David Riesman’s famous image of the 

‘lonely crowd" stated that now lonely telematic individuals are huddled around terminal 

event-scenes (computer screens, TV sets, high-performance stereos) willing themselves to 

become members of a virtual community. A technologically generated community that has 

no existence other than as a perspective simulacrum and on behalf of the media-net 

functions as a violent but always technically perfectible force-field (the ‘perfect sound, 

"more memory capacity") for hiding the loneliness within. The appeal of electronic 

networking operates in inverse proportion to the disconnectedness of people from each 

other, of the recombinant sign from the human species, and of the body digitized from the 

abandoned site of the organic body. Consequently, the ruling ideological formula of virtual 

culture electronic mediation at the (recombinant) top and organic disconnection from 

below.8" The Internet could be the ultimate isolating technology that further reduces our 

participation in communities even more than did automobiles and television before it.9 
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All the Respondents (100%) agreed that the Internet is an individual activity. It's not like 

TV, which one can treat as background noise. It requires more engagement and attention. 

Hence intensive use of Internet increases social isolation.10 Personal relations are the 

mortars of Society. It is through such relations that people are taught norms that make for 

smooth social interaction, are assisted in times of trouble and become contributing 

members to broader social life. When individuals are alone, they do not benefit from social 

life. When a Society has isolated members it is prone to crumble.11 Therefore 5% of the 

Respondents blamed Internet as isolating technology. 

 

c. Negative Impact on Individual Health and Psychology 

i. Responded asserted that excessive Internet Usage may result in health problems. As 1% 

of the Respondents said possibility of Carpal tunnel syndrome, 70% said dry eyes, 60% 

said Migraine headaches, 100% accepted back aches, 15% eating irregularities, such as 

skipping meals, 2% failure to attend to personal hygiene and all that is 100% respondents 

accepted sleep disturbances, change in sleep pattern 

 

ii. Respondents accepted that excessive Internet Usage can also affect Individual 

Psychology. In the same instance 5% of the Respondents said having a sense of well-being 

or euphoria while online, 30% of the Respondents accepted inability to stop online activity, 

50% said that they Crave more and more time at the computer, 10% agreed to Neglect of 

family and friends, 5% said Feeling empty, depressed, irritable when not at the computer, 

5% said Lying about activities done on Internet. and 5% accepted Problems with studies or 

other jobs or other routine activities 

 

d. Insecurity of Networks and Data 

All the Respondents were concerned about the problem of insecurity of networks and data 

on Internet. The security of computers, network and data is concerned with harm arising 

from disruption to computer and communications services. Most of the Respondents said 

that the security of data transmission is a questionable issue as the type of risks involved is 

immense and the kind of protective measures that can be used are limited or under the 

required limit. The same kinds of consideration need to be given to other aspects of data 

http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=people&v=56
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handling, including collection, storage, processing, use and disclosure. For e.g. in the areas 

of business, security is of great concern and importance. The topic of "Fire walls" is in 

great demand, constantly evolving expanding and changing. In the health care area, the 

accuracy of what is available to read over the Internet is a topic of concern. The whole new 

industry of purchasing drugs "on line" is another area where care and prudence are 

imperative. Fear surrounds copyrights and security, as information becomes more 

available. Thus all the Respondents accepted the insecurity of networks and data in Cyber 

Society. 

 

e. Decline in Face to Face relationships 

One of the tendencies of 'successful' Internet is that it delivers a great deal of what each 

individual needs at workstation or play station. So there is less reason for each individual 

to get up and walk around. 90% Respondents said that apart from being physically 

unhealthy, this also reduces people's direct interactions with one another, which is the 

cornerstone of existing communities. Stronger social ties generally lead to better social 

outcomes than do weaker ties. Many Respondents worried that the ease of Internet 

communication might encourage people to spend more time alone, talking online with 

strangers, or forming superficial “drives by” relationships, at the expense of deeper face-to-

face discussion and companionship with friends and family. Further, even if people use the 

Internet to talk with close ties, these online discussions might displace higher quality face-

to-face and telephone conversation. This results in decline in personal and community 

relationship because Internet is giving the users individualized network through which they 

are satisfying their different needs. For e.g. Respondents concerned about negative impact 

of Internet were of the opinion that increased computer and Internet usage in schools may 

lead children spending more time working alone with the machine instead of interacting 

with their teachers and fellow students. As a result the social skills also may not develop 

due to continuous Internet usage and Users may not learn to value other people.12 The loss 

of close, local community ties begins with widespread use of personal computers and the 

Internet.13  

 

f. Reduced need to work 
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7% of the Respondents said that one of the negative impacts is the reduced need for 

humans to work arising from the productivity in white-collar work which Internet is 

delivering. These Respondents also said that for many people, this results in lowered self-

respect, and reduces their commitment to themselves, their community and their Society. 

Since every thing is available on Internet People requires less effort for procurement or for 

searching anything. Even if to search some study material netizens prefer using Internet 

rather than going to library and than searching book by book the needed topic. Same can 

be applied for any type of search on Internet whether it is for job, or results, or life partner 

or some educational or religious institutions the use of Internet has made people to sit at 

home and get glued to the computer and Internet. Use of Internet is creating the lazy 

people at home and work places who cannot do any physical labour and avoid contact and 

communication with other individuals and prefer sitting in front of computer screen 

browsing through network. 

 

g. Cyber-sex 

5% Respondents said that Internet is opening new avenues for Cyber affairs and Cyber 

sex14  straining the marital relationship between spouses ultimately affecting family peace 

that is Internet is hindering the peace of the fundamental unit of the Society that is family. 

Hence Cyber sex is a new emerging problem in Indian Society, which should be of 

concern for the whole Society.15 There are very many stories available on Internet and 

newspaper about Cyber affairs and Cyber sex i.e. Men and women meeting through some 

chat room or other wired connection. The truth is, it is an affair whether physical or not 

(and many do wind up physical). The greater implication is the matter of the heart. But 

these questions are of concern for Society in general as Cyber affairs and Cyber sex is 

straining the marital relationship. It should be of concern for the Society that what really 

happens to a married person when they decide to go searching on the Net for a new 

romantic interest? How does it affect their marriage? Probably in the beginning, it's not so 

noticeable. They carry on conversations with their spouse and it's business as usual. When 

the Cyber-affair continues the married person involved finds their thoughts and life 

drifting. Less of it is spent on their marriage partner. More of it is spent on their Cyber-

mate. Even the worse situation is that the Cyber-philanderer becomes more and more 
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unhappy with their actual spouse while they build up in their own mind that person on the 

other end of the computer wire i.e. Cyber partner is more considerate and attentive to needs 

as compared to spouse. Slowly but surely, the satisfaction level in the face-to-face 

relationship drops to such a miserable level that the Cyber-cheater makes the decision to 

end the marriage. The truth is this person has spent so much time building a fantasy 

relationship online that no real relationship would ever compare favorably. Writing about a 

divorce case caused by an on-line extramarital affair, Ian Katz states that on-line services 

"have become the singles bars of the 1990's".16 Nguyen and Alexander found that online 

chat rooms where people engage in Cybersex are found on most online services as well as 

on the Internet. Jack Richard of Board watch magazine, found that "50,000 now engage in 

daily Cybersex using up to 700 real-time chat lines [chat rooms]".17  

  

h. Internet Addiction 

Internet addiction can be described as an impulse control disorder, which does not involve 

use of an intoxicating drug and is very similar to pathological gambling. This is a new 

problem which has started rooting in Indian society. Due to continuous Internet usage 

many users are beginning to suffer from what is known as Internet Addiction, as serious a 

disease as gambler's addiction.18 Even Respondents identified 3% of their classmates as 

Addicted to Internet. As these Respondents were spending countless hours surfing the net 

and reading email. Some are even loosing their jobs over it. And perhaps most profound, 

as the world slipped over to the year 2000, businesses around the world were immobilized 

with fear for 24 hours to account for each of the time zones to which their computers 

connect. The Internet addicts spend hours and hours in night in front of their computer 

screens, playing games, exploring systems, hacking, or surfing the net. Some of them 

virtually eliminate direct contact with their families and other people. Some who are 

already socially awkward find the computer easier to deal with than people. The computer 

provides an excuse not to overcome the social awkwardness. There are a few people who 

fit this extreme image. In addition, there are many more, ordinary teens and adults who 

spend hours online instead of with their families and in-person friends. It is a problem very 

similar to Pathological Gambling or Compulsive Shopping. Like other addictions, it affects 

other people -- family, friends, and co-workers. Spouses complain that their loved ones 

http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=Writing&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=divorce&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=singles&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=chat&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=people&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=online&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=internet&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=magazine&v=56
http://www.ntsearch.com/search.php?q=chat&v=56
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neglect them. Couples separate when one of the partners finds someone else on the Internet 

and leaves home. Like gamblers they compulsively keep investing time and money. They 

fantasize that the next connection they make will solve all their problems. Even three 

Respondents who were identified as Internet addicts accepted that impairment of real life 

relationships is disrupted as a result of excessive use of the Internet. Internet addicts spend 

more time in solitary seclusion and spend less time with real people in their lives. 

Arguments may result due to the volume of time spent on-line. Internet addicts may 

attempt to conceal the amount of time spent on-line, which results in distrust and the 

disturbance of quality in once stable relationships. 

 

Financial problems may occur due to significant amount of time spent on-line and 

increasing service provider charges. Common financial issues are large bills for use of 

some services, the telephone connection charges and telephone bills for calls made to e-

friends in chat rooms. Other financial charges may include a connection with compulsive 

spending/shopping. Internet addicts may choose to shop on-line and credit card charges for 

purchases may become high. Also, a connection with gambling exists with the availability 

of on-line casinos disrupting all social affairs of the Victim along with Life Interference, 

Social Withdrawal, Obsessive-Compulsive Behavior, Emotional Distress and Destructive 

Impairment. 

 

i. Possibility of Decline of Cities 

4% Computer enthusiasts see the ability of the Net to "conquer distance" as one of its 

advantages, potentially allowing a reversal of the population concentration in cities.  

 

j. Pornography 

All the Respondents (100%) were very much aware of one of the biggest negative 

implications of Internet usage in society, which is –the use of Pornographic material by 

people belonging to different age group affecting their morality. Although 17.2% of the 

Respondents were much concerned about the negative implications of Internet on Society. 

They also highlighted that visit to a pornographic website by children is also a concern for 

the family members and teachers. Although 5% of the Respondents said that they do visit 
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pornographic site. This is also of concern although the Respondents are above 18 years of 

age and are mature enough to decide their might. But this is of concern for the Parents, 

Teachers and society at large. Because many researches has already highlighted that the 

use of pornographic material has decreased the imagination of children and produces 

corrupted morals with higher access to pornographic materials and created lifestyle that 

does not afford time for rest and relaxation. This trend is a potential problem affecting all 

ages, starting with computer games for kids to chats for the unwary or vulnerable adult.  

As pornographic material is easily available for any one who is desirous of using that 

website. A few eye opening recent cases of pornography in India are that of Ravi Raj, a 

Delhi IT student, Avnish Bajaj, CEO, Baazi.com and Tamil Actress Trisha. 

The great fear of parents and teachers, of course, is not that college students will find this 

stuff but that it will fall into the hands of those much younger--including some, perhaps, 

who are not emotionally prepared to make sense of what they may see. There are numerous 

pornographic sites that are freely available to anyone on the Internet. The entire spectrum 

of pornographic material available on computer networks including images of soft-core 

nudity, hard-care sex acts, anal sex, bestiality, bondage & dominion, sado-masochism 

(including actual torture and mutilation, usually of women, for sexual pleasure) 

scatological acts (defecating and urinating, usually on women, for sexual pleasure), 

fetishes and child pornography. Additionally, there is textual pornography including 

detailed text stories for the rape, mutilation, and torture of women, sexual abuse of 

children, graphic incest etc. Even National newspapers also contains at least one or two 

articles a month on how the Internet is supposedly full of pornography and inhabited by 

perverts who will search out children if they are left to surf the net on their own. Recent 

legal cases, such as that against the pop star Gary Glitter whose computer was allegedly 

found to contain thousands of child pornography images obtained from the Internet have 

popularized the view within some sections of the mass media that the Internet makes 

illegal pornography more readily available. Even in the sampled group the computers of 

two Respondents were seized by the administration due pornographic access. Anyone with 

an account or access to the Internet can access pornography. Once "on-line" there are no 

truly effective safety measures to prevent children or a youth or anyone from accessing all 

of the pornography described above. Hence easy availability and accessibility of 
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pornographic material to any one is one of the greatest negative implication of Internet 

usage on Society which is affecting the morality of Society in general influencing and 

deteriorating the people belonging to different age group and sex.  

 

k Negative impact on Net Based learning:  

The negative implications of Net based learning can also be witnessed in Indian Society. 

20% of the Respondents are of the opinion that Net based learning can be a futile exercise. 

The belief is that an online degree is an interesting exercise, but it is not going to be as 

rewarding or valuable as a full-time traditional degree. This is partly because most 

employers have traditional degrees and may be reluctant to hire someone with a credential 

not yet established. Web-based learning can be a flexible and cost-effective alternative to 

classroom learning but it can also be a colossal waste of time and money if not 

implemented correctly. Limitation of the net based learning lies in the fact that to some 

people because to them net based learning means enabling learners and instructors to share 

ideas in a virtual chat room, to others, merely posting a question on a bulletin board 

qualifies as interactivity. Despite the popular conception of the Internet as most interactive 

medium, on the great majority of Web-based courses the interaction all goes in one 

direction. At its worst, Web-based learning is a poor substitute for the classroom 

experience. 15% Respondents suggested that online relationships are impersonal and less 

favorable. 5% of the Respondents were of the opinion that online relationships simply take 

longer time to develop than those face-to-face and eventually can become as rich. 

Individuals tend to adjust their behavior in response to limitations of technology by 

compensating for the loss of nonverbal communicative cues through expressing their 

emotions in words. The limitations of computer-mediated communication are not absolute 

and can be compensated for, and even turned into an advantage in some situations. 

 

l. Weakens Community and personal relationships  

40% Respondents accepted that Internet usage contributes to formation of electronic 

relationships with people scattered around the country and the world but they may further 

weaken local community bonds, but the degree of change seems small compared to the 

effects on communities of other technological and social changes. Automated and online 
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services reduce the opportunities for personal interaction with neighbors and local 

merchants in the course of ordinary daily activities, but they free up time that one can fill 

with activities shared with people we know well that everyone associate with other by 

choice. Thus one of the potential harmful effects of online interpersonal communication is 

disruption of real world networks.19 In the introduction to a collection of articles called 

Resisting the Virtual Life, editor Iain Boal writes that "the flight into Cyberspace is 

motivated by some of the same fears and longings as the flight to the suburbs: it is another 

‘white flight”. With this metaphor, Boal takes a stab right at one of the key arguments 

made by proponents of online communities who say they are inclusive places because 

anonymity and the lack of body in Cyberspace allows people of different class, race, and 

gender to interact on a more level footing than elsewhere.20 On another front, Michael 

Heim warns of the danger that reality will be supplanted by simulations as was recognized 

by Jim Morrison of The Doors who wrote, in The Lords and the New Creatures, "There 

may be a time when we’ll attend Weather Theatre to recall the sensation of rain." Heim 

later warns, "Technology increasingly eliminates direct human interdependence. While our 

devices give us greater personal autonomy, at the same time they disrupt the familiar 

networks of direct association."21  

 

m. Cyber Terrorism 

The Cyber space which has no physical boundaries and limitations faces terrorism from 

unknown, unidentified and unexpected corner of the world and results in creation of terror 

to the Cyberspace. Thus for a real world terrorist to blow up a dam, he would need tons of 

explosives, a delivery system, and a superstitious means of evading armed security guards. 

For a Cyber Terrorist, the same devastating result could be achieved by hacking in to the 

control network and commanding the computer to open the floodgates. This activity is 

increasing in multifold in parallel with the innovation of information technology. 

Information technology is removing boundaries amidst the people of the globe, where as 

the abuse of the technology is assisting miscreants to unleash fear and terrorism. 

Distributed denial of service attacks, hate websites and hate e-mails, attack on sensitive 

computer network are all rapidly gaining momentum. And it is true that even Indian 

Society is also facing the problem of Cyber Terrorism.22 In India the hacker group 
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GFORCE-Pakistan has conducted more than 150-reported Cyber attack against Indian 

targets to further its belief on the Kashmir issue. In  2002, numerous prominent Indian 

websites, notably that of the Cyber Crime Investigation Cell of Mumbai were defaced. 

Messages relating to Kashmir issue were pasted on the home page of these websites.23   

 

 

n. Cyber War 

5% of the Respondents said that one of the negative implication of Internet usage in 

National and International context is Cyber war. Even the Indian Society is waging a 

intense "Cyber-war" against its enemy neighbour, Pakistan. The two countries have 

reproduced their terrestrial rivalry on the Internet, hacking into websites and sending 

viruses to each other. "Roxx of Calcutta," "Cobra" and "Indian Snakes" are the new war 

heroes, blocking access to hundreds of websites and destroying thousands of Pakistani and 

Indian computers. Although the government is making special effort to combat Cyber 

crime and Cyber-terrorism but efforts are marginally successful. 

 

o. e-Politics is not convincing 

10% of the Respondents argued that the digital technology will not have progressive and 

liberalizing effect. Infact for the "information wars" and “information terrorism” 

Information systems become new target. Thus these Respondents who were Cyber-

pessimists raise the fundamental query why the digital technology should make the 

Citizens more interested in political matters than they were before the advent of the PCs. 

Thus these Respondents argued that the opposite is happening that, in other words, the 

Internet is not ``politicizing’’ the masses but diverting people’s attention away from 

political matters. The Internet had a phenomenal impact, digital politics did not play a 

significant role in general elections. Although all major parties and most of the candidates 

used the new media in a professional, up-to-date and sometimes creative way, these 

Respondents said that the impact of political websites is minimal. In democracies, political 

online-campaigners encounter major problems mobilizing members of the general public 

for partisan politics. While the Internet no doubt is being used for political communication 

of political parties, it remains more or less the exclusive zone for contacting the politically 
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converted. 10% Respondents who were Cyber-pessimists argued that the Internet has 

actually widened the gap between a relatively small group of citizens who are politically 

interested and active and a majority of political dropouts. This gap may even become the 

most central social cleavage of the 21st century.  

That’s the reason that Cyber-pessimists are not impressed by the prospects of using the 

Internet as a means to popularize political elections. Apart from the unresolved technical 

issues involved, skeptics have voiced fundamental political and constitutional concerns. 

There seems to be a consensus in all democracies experimenting with online-elections that 

these should only become an alternative to the traditional modes of voting after software 

has been developed which guarantees general, direct, free, equal and secret elections. 

Particularly, the principle of secrecy poses a challenge for the proponents of online-voting.  

 

p. Potential for International Conflicts 

20% Respondents raised another problem, which Indian Society is facing due to Internet 

usage is the increasing potential for International conflicts as every Country is now a 

potential neighbour. Most conflicts therefore gain a multilateral character. Conflicts of 

jurisdiction increases. It becomes more difficult to organize the coexistence of different 

ideologies, state constitutions and economic orders. Many of these are existential conflicts, 

not merely conflicts of interest. From the point of view of an individual state and its 

government, the more vibrant competition between systems is felt as an International 

conflict. At the same time, nation states are forced more and more to coordinate with other 

nations, because only thus can they achieve their political objectives. But this makes 

tolerance towards other ideologies even more painful. Finally, the destabilization of 

national societies and states is a source of new, International conflict. States defend 

themselves when foreign groups seek to gain influence on their political way of life, or 

even join up together with domestic groups. Taking the Kurds as an example, it has just 

become quite apparent how effective minorities can meanwhile organize themselves across 

borders. Defensive reactions of local cultures prepared to use force can even lead to civil 

war and, in turn, endanger International peace. Additionally, the Internet brings changes in 

the comparative economic and political advantages of states. This can lead to further 
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impoverishment of the poorer nations. Alternatively, previously successful nations fall 

behind on account of competition.24 Finally, the technology itself creates new conflicts..  

 

q. Cyber crime  

All the Respondents (100%) highlighted Cyber crime as a real and growing threat to 

economic and social development not only in Indian context but around the Globe.25 

Information technology touches every aspect of human life and so can do electronically 

enabled crime. Cyber crime26 – one of the fastest evolving areas of criminal behavior is a 

significant threat to Indian national and economic security. Internet facility is providing a 

wide range of Cyber crimes including several insiders attack27 and outsiders threats. Along 

with this Hackers,28 hactivism,29 Virus writers,30 Criminal Groups,31 Denial of service 

attack,32 Terrorists,33 Sensitive intrusions34, Information warfare35 and Jurisdictional 

problem36 are the serious Cyber threats, which is posing not only Indian Society but is 

getting global Concern. Although Cyber crime in India is still in its nascent stage but folks 

and top Management has also started realizing the importance and consequences of Cyber 

crime and its implication on socio-cultural deviance in Indian Society. In the year 2000 

C.B.I. has handled 7 cases (this is the year when Cyber Crime Investigation Cell, Delhi 

was set up). In 2001, the number of complaints rose to 19 and so far in 2002 they are 

having 16 complaints registered with them. A few eye-opening examples of documented 

Cyber law cases in India are hacking of the Mumbai police Web site, illegal sale of an 

Indian company's software by an Indian employee in US, sites providing information about 

hacking and stealing credit card numbers, theft of account information from State Bank of 

India computers in Raigarh, crashing of Phoenix Global Solutions' main server by a 

disgruntled employee, harassment and stalking37 of women online, obscene messages 

victimizing innocent women, hacking of a company's Web site by a fired employee, 

spamming against a UK site by a Pondicherry teenager, domain name disputes over 

Yahooindia.com and rediff.com, hacking of Indian news and government sites by Pakistani 

groups, and even sexually improper content posted on a Web site by a schoolboy in Delhi. 

All these crime differ in nature and scope from each other. Thus one of the negative 

implications of Internet usage is growing and evolving nature of cyber crimes and 

criminals. Computer and computer network provides a cheap and powerful means of 
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communications and criminals take advantage of this just like everyone else. In addition, 

sophisticated criminals can readily use the easy anonymity that the Internet provides to 

hide their crime. 

 

i. Hackers- 80% of the Respondents said that a new brand of criminals are emerging in 

todays society like Hackers, Crackers, Virus Writers etc. 5% of the Respondents said that 

they themselves had often made an attempt to hack, crack websites but their efforts failed. 

Even the Indian government is appalled and embarrassed by the number of Indian sites, 

that have been broken into and hacked over the last two years by Pakistani hackers. It is 

not ready to accept its defeat and is instead preparing for a counter-attack. This time, the 

Indian government’s prestige is being placed on the line. Although the information and 

communication technology is an extremely active community of hackers developing tools 

of its own to circumvent those security measures. Many of these hacking instruments are 

freely available for downloading from any one of the thousands of hacking sites in 

existence on the Internet. There are numerous ways in which Cyber intruders can invade 

systems and cause damage. Service interruption, virus transmission, denial –of service 

attack- regardless of the offence being perpetrated, the potential for harm can be 

significant. 

 

r.  Authenticity of Information on Internet  

30 % of the Respondents questioned the authenticity of Information on Internet. They said 

that there is no quality control on the Web thus a search on a given topic provides a list 

combining reliable and unreliable information in equal measure. Search engines, modeled 

on library catalogues, do not solve this problem, indeed, identical searches using different 

search engines will provide different outcomes. Authencity or the quality evaluation of the 

information provided on Internet and their use is measured by the frequency of citations in 

other publications, rather than pre-publication peer review and editorial screening which is 

not authentic and quality wise tested. Perhaps this is what ‘the marketplace of ideas’ 

ultimately means in Cyber Society. Secondly, information on the Web is notoriously 

fugitive, as content changes frequently and servers disappear often, which is an irritating 

factor. Thus anything posted by anyone is made available without any due consideration to 
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quality and content matter. Not only that Internet has created an easy violation of 

copyright. A few Respondents were of the opinion that Internet contains information, 

which can be used in dangerous ways. Recently, newsagents selling the Manchester 

Evening News displayed signs proclaiming the headline, "Internet firework peril for 

children!” In the front page story about teenagers detonating home-made fireworks at a 

local housing estate, Detective Chief Inspector Nigel Preston is quoted as saying, "There 

are very strict rules governing the manufacture of fireworks but information about making 

this kind of thing using household products is available on the Internet."38 Accessing 

potentially lethal information is not only danger to users of the Internet who might also 

encounter dangerous members of Society. 

 

s. Excessive Internet Usage is alarming –Another explanation for possible negative 

effects of Internet use is that the Internet consumes enormous amounts of time. Time for 

face-to-face communication is displaced by other activities on the Internet. If family 

members spend substantial amount of time in front of a computer, face-to-face 

communications with other family members can decrease. Identity confusion is another 

possibility. Sometimes a user will make up an identity or even multiple identities that do 

not necessarily comply with the person’s real life. This may even render virtual space more 

preferable than one’s everyday physical reality. But the more one feels comfortable in the 

virtual world, the more depressed he or she can be in the real world. 

 

i. The problem due to negative implication of Internet can also be seen in the following 

instances: 

- A VII standard boy in Mumbai was kidnapped by a woman whom he had met in a 

chat room on the Net. 

- A 16-year old girl in Mumbai left home for school and never returned. 

Investigations revealed that she had developed a close friendship with a man in a 

Net chat room. 

- A schoolgirl in Chennai began to chat with an “interesting person” on the Net. 

Luckily for her, before she could fix up a meeting with him, she found out that he 

was none other than a medical doctor who was later apprehended as a sex offender. 
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- Recently a newspaper carried an account of how a mother casually cheeked her 12-

year old son mail inbox and was surprised to find that it contained many mails from 

a 10-year old girl. She wrote back to the girl and set up a meeting and found that 

the girl was actually a 40-year old man! 

 

ii. A few of the Respondents reported their observation about the negative impact of  the 

Internet which can be seen at home, at school and at work places. The following is the 

brief account of the same: 

- At Home: 

A mother has difficulty getting her child to do chores when Internet games occupy 

all after school time. A husband finds his wife increasingly neglects family duties, 

is irritable at family gatherings, and the phone bill has risen astronomically to an 

on-line service number. Someone connects to the Internet at 9:00 PM and suddenly 

discovers it is dawn and he has not left the computer. Family members ignores 

important activities such as caring for children. For example, one mother forgot 

such things as picking up her children after school, preparing dinner, and putting 

them to bed because she became so absorbed in her Internet use. 

 

- At School: 

A child's grades fall and the teacher notes that he/she is falling asleep in class. A 

college freshman gets a mid-term warning because he is not keeping up with course 

work. Instead, he is spending every evening on the Internet communicating with all 

his family and former high school classmates, and rarely joins in social activities on 

campus. 

 

- At Work: 

An employee starts to fall behind at work and a rising number of sick days raises 

questions about usefulness to his/her employer. A corporate department head stays 

late each night to meet deadlines.  In-house monitoring of computer use reveals he 

frequently accesses inappropriate sites, including gambling and pornography. 

Another instance is an office supervisor suddenly resigns from her job. A lot of 
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work is unfinished and the company asks her family to encourage her to return. 

They find her at home, hunched over a computer and out cold completely oblivious 

to her surroundings. 

 

t.Internet Usage Endangers Society  

To analyse the negative impact of Internet on Society lets take an hypothetical example lets 

suppose ‘A’ is born in the family as soon as he is born the parents started searching name 

on the net they visited all the websites and finally came out with a name which is ‘A’ now 

this name is not of Indian Origin and is unique because the name is the mixture of  two 

culture which the parents could cook. Since on Internet Intercultural ion, Crossculturation 

and integration is very easy as all the culture of the entire world is available and visitor can 

assimilate any culture from any part of the world. Then after three years ‘A’ has started 

going to school in order to complete his home work ‘A’ depends totally on Internet .He is 

visiting different sites to complete his School work as he had been giving training in school 

how to Use Internet. Sitting continuously on Internet everyday ‘A’ eyesight is going down 

now he finds difficulty in vision, he consulted Doctor where he was advised to use 

spectacles. So due to Continuous everyday use ‘A’ now has poor eyesight, which is 

irrecoverable. Even then ‘A’ is continuing with Internet Use even though the tears spill out 

when ever he sits on computer but he likes animated games and is spending more and more 

hours playing games. His interest in studies has been drifted and he take interest in Internet 

games. The mother calls him at 8.00 p.m. for food but he is so involved in Internet he is 

careless about himself and his studies. After repeated insistence by mother ‘A’ leaves 

Internet game playing at 11.00 p.m. the mother is always trying hard to bring him back to 

studies but all in vain. Now ‘A’ is 15 years of age. And in this 15 years his socialization 

and interaction with his family, friends, relatives or neighbours is no where because the 

time for face to face interaction with people around him is consumed by Internet where he 

is having his own networked community with whom he is more comfortable. ‘A’ now 

avoids social relationship and like to live in the fantasy of cyber world and consider virtual 

reality as real, he is becoming day by day isolated and introvert because he don’t like 

communicating with his friends and family members. One day while using Internet he 

come across a porn site where he found his temptations being satisfied. Now everyday he 
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visits different porn site and is ruining his morality. Now parents have started thinking 

about his marriage the partner was searched through net .The association between ‘A’ and 

his wife got bittered because ‘A’ was spending most of his time on Internet. Later ‘A’ wife 

found him involved in some cyber affair and cyber sex. She couldn’t tolerate she gave him 

the divorce. But this does not affected much because ‘A’ was everyday going on dates with 

different cyber partners. One day he was not feeling well so he visited some of the medical 

website and from there identified a tablet and took the tablet without consulting the doctor. 

The very next day ‘A’ was suffering frond skin allergy. ‘A’ contacted the same website 

now he did corresponded to doctor about the allergy the doctor recommended some 

different medicine. So everything is going through chatting or emailing no direct contact 

till now. ‘A’ took the medicine still no relief and the communication on net is continuing 

without any fruitful results. 

Thus the negative impact on Internet on Society is beyond measure as the negative 

implications of Internet usage is adding everyday new unidentified problems. 

 

II. NEGATIVE IMPACT OF INTERNET ON SOCIETY: QUANTITATIVE  

 

Now lets quantify all the qualitative empirical responses and findings about negative 

impact of Internet on Society. Thus lets sum up the responses for the negative influences of 

Internet as given by respondents so as to conclude negative implications. Thus quantifying 

over all negative Responses about the negative implications of Internet on society, which is 

given below: 

a. 29% Respondents said that yes they can go without Internet in their life 

b. 4% said all in all Internet is Bad 

c. 5% said Internet is Inhibitor for social interaction in society  

d. 2% said Internet usage should be demoted in society 

 

Thus ultimately summing up all the negative responses collectively  

We get= 29 + 5 + 4 + 2 = 40 

The average of all the responses is = 40 / 4 = 10% 
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Thus 10% of the Respondents are of the opinion that Internet Usage in having negative 

Impact on society. Thus it can be concluded ultimately that excessive Internet usage may 

also affect its Users and Society at large adversely. Thus 76% respondents have 

highlighted the positive impact of Internet on society, which is a good signal that Youth of 

Today and society in general are using Internet in positive way due to emergence of 

various e-institutions through Internet. And all these e-Institutions are providing very many 

facilities making social life easy and quick.  

Thus to count the positive Impact of Internet on society will lead to unending debate and 

innumerable positive influences. But to over look its negative influence will be more 

dangerous to society hence chapter 5 is about the negative Impact of Internet on Society. 

 

 Thus it becomes very essential to discuss the issue related to Internet usage as positive and 

negative impact both are there. Hence chapter 6 is about Internet usage and pressing social 

issues. 

 

 

 
1 Jim Walch, In the Net: An Internet Guide for Activists. London: Zed Books Ltd, 1999. 

 
2 Sharma Dinesh, Social Thinkers, Jaipur, Rawat Publications, 1996.  

 
3 Richard Clove, executive director of the Loka Institute, an advocacy organization concerned with 

the social impact of science and technology, criticizes the "Wal-Mart effect" of computers (and 

other technologies). They hurt local community vibrancy. He fears that online shopping will kill 

real stores and community based professionals, that the affluent will withdraw support for public 

schools and other local public services. Sclove and other critics of the Internet worry that 

computers reduce face-to-face gathering. Neil Postman says that voting, shopping, banking, and 

getting information at home is a "catastrophe"; there are fewer opportunities for people to be "co-

present," resulting in isolation from neighbors. Technology, he worries, puts a much greater 

stress on the individual and downplays the importance of community.  

 
4 Zee Networks director, technology, Amitabh Kumar is also of the opinion that India failed to 

implement the pragmatic policies it drafted. Kumar, who made significant contributions towards 

introducing Internet in India in the late 90s, also feels that authorities failed to recognize the 

adverse effects of incumbent monopoly. 

 
5 For example, one mother forgot such things as picking up her children after school, making them 

dinner, and putting them to bed because she became so absorbed in her Internet use. 
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6 In the late 1990s, a barrage of media reports declared that women were becoming uncontrollably 

addicted to the Internet and some were neglecting—or even leaving--their husbands and children 

as a result of their online obsession6. When Psychologist and Professor Kimberly Young (1996a; 

1996b) concluded in her academic study that women were more likely than men to self-report an 

addiction to the Internet (see also, American Psychological Association, 1996; 1997; Young, 

1998), the popular press reported that women were particularly at risk for the condition. For 

example, Snodgrass (1997) reported that "women are nearly twice as likely to suffer from 

Internet Addiction." And the examples of female Internet addicts were, indeed, quite striking: 

One woman, for example, was reported to have been so involved in the Internet that she 

neglected to provide food and healthcare for her children, and she forgot to buy heating oil for 

the house (Bricking, 1997). It was reported that when Pam Albridge’s husband demanded that 

she choose him or the computer and she chose the computer (Snodgrass, 1997). In yet another 

spectacular case, news media described that, while she was online, Sandra Hacker would lock her 

children in a "playroom" that had "broken glass, debris, and child handprints of feces on the 

wall." Police described that "The place was in a shambles, but the computer area was clean—

completely immaculate"(Bricking, 1997). These and other cases of child neglect circulated in the 

popular media became emblematic of Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD) or Pathological Internet 

Use (PIU). 

 
7 It has been reported in various studies that heavy Internet users are socially isolated. The term 

Internet Paradox7 means that greater Internet use is associated with less psychological well being 

(e.g., greater depression and loneliness) and less social involvement (e.g., less time spent with 

family and friends). 

 
8 Kroker, Arthur and Michael A. Weinstein (1994) Data Trash: The Theory of the Virtual Class. 

New York: St. Martin's Press. 

 
9 Social isolation is defined as, "the state where one's achieved level of social contact is lower than 

one's desired level of contact." note that social isolation is problematic for societies: 

 
10 Cole, C. L. (1998). "Addiction, Exercise, and Cyborgs: Technologies of Deviant Bodies," in G. 

Rail (Ed.) Sport and Postmodern Times (pp. 261-275) Albany, NY: State University of New 

York Press. 

 
11 Fischer, C. (1982). To Dwell Among Friends. Berkeley: University of California Press. 

 
12 If children are separated from their parents by hours of TV, from their playmates by video 

games, and from their teachers by teaching machines, when are they supposed to learn to be 

human?     -Marian  Kester 

 
13 The Times Mirror survey found that Net users were at least as likely as demographically similar 

nonusers to visit with family and friends and be members of a club or organization. Overall, it 

does not appear that adults who spend a lot of time in Cyberspace are less social than those who 

do not.  

 
14 Cybersex in online chat rooms is defined as having two forms: 1) computer mediated interactive 

masturbation in real time and, 2) computer mediated telling of interactive sexual stories (in real 

time) with the intent of arousal. Both of these forms of Cybersex. Nguyen and Alexander state 
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that Cybersex of the two types defined above is satisfying enough that it can often "evoke 

physical orgasm" in the participants. (Nguyen & Alexander, 1996, 116) 
15 Hamman, Robin. (1996) Cyborgasms: Cybersex chat amongst multiple selves and cyborgs in the 

narrow-bandwith space of AOL chat rooms. MA Thesis, University of Essex, Dept. of Sociology. 

 
16 Koku, E., N. Nazer, and B. Wellman. (2001). “Netting Scholars: Online and Offline.” American 

Behavioral Scientist, 44, 1750-72. 

 
17 Nie, N. H., D.S. Hillygus, and L. Erbring. (2002). Internet Use, Interpersonal Relations and 

Sociability: A Time Diary Study. In Wellman, B. & C. Haythornthwaite (eds.), Internet and 

Everyday Life (pp. 215-243). London: Blackwell. 

 
18 Computer Addiction, Internet Addictive Disorder, Cyberism, Netaholism or Cyber Addiction is 

no less life threatening than other addictions. There is no chemical intake as with drugs or 

alcohol. Like sex and gambling addiction the rush of using or acting out provides instant 

gratification in case of computers. 

 
19 While Boal, Heim, Kroker and Weinstein all write powerful warnings about the dangers of 

online communication, or as Kroker calls it our "will to virtuality", none of these have put their 

theories to test using empirical social scientific methodology. 

 
20 Boal fails to realise that users of computer networks may be motivated to go online for reasons 

other than joining in online communities, for example: doing academic research. Clearly this has 

nothing at all to do with seeking escape from the offline world. 

 
21 Heim fails to prove or demonstrate what he means by "familiar networks of direct association" 

nor does he present any evidence that using computer networks can harm our existing social 

networks.  

 
22 Cyber  terrorism is the premeditated use (Premediated use implies the planned use, or use 

preceded by careful planning , thought and/or deliberation) of disruptive activities ( Disruptive 

activities are those that prevent the normal continuance of something) , or the threat (The threat 

need not necessarily be directed towards the target of the act of Cyber terrorism, but may be 

directed towards any person in whom the target has an interest) thereof in Cyber space (The 

Cyber space used here extends to the entire virtual world, i.e., the Internet , stand alone 

computers, every bit of information stored in storage media- removable, non-removable, physical 

and virtual) , with the intention ( the term intention means the reason or purpose fior which an act 

is committed, sought to be commited or threatened to  be committed) to further social , 

ideological, religiouspolitical or similar objectiv, or to intimidate ( to intimidate means to put a 

person in fear and thereby compel him to do or not to do something) anu y person ( the term 

person used here includes a human being, a corporate entity, a state, or a collection thereof.. An  

illustration will clarify some of the terms used in this definition 

a. Illustration of  Crime – A group of people kill a 50 year old hospitalized man by giving 

him a medication towards which he is severely allergic. This is crime. 

   aa. Illustration of Cyber Crime – Suppose the killers had hacked into the hospital computer 

network and altered the prescribed medicines. Subsequently the nurse gives the patient ( the 

religious leader referred to in the illustration above) a medicine towards which he is severely 

allergic, leading to his death. This would be an act of Cyber crime.  
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   b. Illustration of  Terrorism- The 50 year old man is the head of  a minority religious community 

and  the assailants, who belong to another religious community, have been killed him to create 

fear in the minds of the minority community.Although this is still a crime , it  may be recognized 

as an act of terrorism. 

   bb. A few Illustration of Cyber Terrorism- In 1998, Tamil guerrillas swamped Sri Lankan 

embassies with 800 e-mails a day over a two week period.  The message read, “ We are the 

Internet Black Tigers and we’re doing this to disrupt your communications.” Intelligence 

authorities characterized it as the first known attackby terrorist against a country’s computer 

systems.In 1998, Spanish protestors bombarded the institute for Global communication (IGC) 

with thousands of bogus e-mail messages.E-mail was tied up and undeliverable to the ISP’s 

users, and support lines were tied up with people who could’nt get their mail.The protestor also 

spammed IGC staff and member accounts , clogged their web page with bogus credit card orders, 

and threatened to empty the same tactics against organizations using IGC services. They 

demended that IGC stop hosting the website for the Euskal Herria Journal, a New York based 

publication supporting Basque independence. Protestors said IGC supported terrorism because a 

section on the web pages contained materials on the terrorist group ETA, which claimed 

responsibility for assassinations of Spanish political and secutity officials, and attack on military 

installations .IGC finally relented and pulled the site because of the ‘mail bombing’.   In 2000, 

the Asian School of Cyber Laws was regularly attacked by distributed denial of service attacks 

by ‘hactivists’ propagating the ‘rights to pornography’. The Asian School of  Cyber laws was 

regularly attacked by distributed Denial of service attacks by ‘Hactivists’ propagating the ‘right 

to pornography’. The Asian School of Cyber Laws has spearheaded an  International campaign 

against pornography on Internet.In 2001, in  the back drop of the down turn in US-China 

relationships, the Chinese hackers released the Code Red Virus into the wild.This virus infected 

millions of computers around the world and then these computers to launch denial of service 

attacks on US websites , prominently the website of the White House. 

 
23 The Pakistani Hackerz Club, led by Doctor Neukar is believed to be behind this. 

 
24 This could happen precisely to Germany, if it turns out to be correct that a corporatist Society 

cannot use the new opportunities well. 

 
25 Cyber crime is a criminal activity that requires certain knowledge of computers, allowing 

criminals to hack (or 'crack') into a computer to alter or destroy files or to gain information for 

personal benefit, or to use the Internet to conduct illegal activities. This is distinct from other 

types of computer and networking criminal activity, such as computer-related crime, where 

computers are used as tools but knowledge of them is not necessary for success. 

 
26 There  are three broad categories of Cyber crime 

   a. Conventional Crimes that have come to involve the use of computers, e.g. , plotting a murder, 

distributing pornography, commiting fraud or esionage, plus theft of electronically stored data 

and information. 

   b. Conventional Crimes whose scope  or  impact have been  so amplified by Internet technology 

that hey become qualitatively different , examples include electronic money laundering and 

Cyber  terrorism. 

b. New crimes specially related to  computer  system , defacing websities, creation of  

malicious  dissemination of computer viruses. 
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27 The disgruntled insider is a principle source of computer crimes as their knowledge of victim 

systems often allows them to gain unrestricted access to cause damage to their system. 

 
28 Hackers crack into networks simply for the thrill of the challenge or for bragging rights in the 

hacker community. 
29 Hactivism is politically motivated attacks on publicly accessible web pages or e-mail servers. 

These groups and individuals overload e-mail server and hack into web sites to send a political 

message. 

 
30 Virus writers are posing an increasingly serious threat to networks and systems world wide e.g. 

The Melissa Macro Virus, the explore.Zip worm, The CIH (Chemobyl) Virus. 

 
31 Criminal Groups – The increasing use of Cyber intrusions by criminal groups is also a serious 

threat as they attack systems for the purpose of monetary gain. For e.g. ‘Phonemaster’s’ were an 

International group who penetrated the computer systems of very important and confidential 

government agencies. The phonemaster methods included ‘dumpster diving’ to gather old phone 

books and technical manuals for systems. They then used this information to trick employees into 

giving up their logon and password information. The group then used this information to break 

into victim systems. 

 
32 Denial of Service attacks – In this hackers plant tools such as Trinoo, Tribal Flood Net (TFN), 

TFN2K or Stachldraht (German for barbed wire) on a number of unwitting victim systems. Then 

when the hacker sends the command, the victim systems in turn begins sending messages against 

a target system. The target system is overwhelmed with the traffic and is unable to function. 

Users trying to access that system are denied its Services. 

 
33 Terrorists are known to use information technology and the Internet to formulate plans, raise 

funds, spread propaganda, and to communicate securely. For example, Convicted terrorist Ramzi 

Yousef, the mastermind of the World Trade Centre bombing, stored detailed plans to destroy 

United States airlines on encrypted files on his laptop computer. 

 
34 Sensitive Intrusions – A series of Intrusions into numerous department of defense computer 

networks as well as networks of other agencies, Universities and private sector entities. These 

intruders successfully accessed Government network and takes enormous amount of unclassified 

but sensitive information. 

 
35 Information warfare – One of the greatest potential threats to our national security is the prospect 

of ‘information Warfare’ by foreign militaries against our critical infrastructure. 

 
36 Jurisdictional Problem – A significant challenge amongst Cyber crime specifically in hacking is 

multiple jurisdictions. A typical hacking investigation involves victim sites in multiple states and 

often many countries. This is the case even when the hacker and victim are in the same country. 

 
37 Cyber-stalking – Cyber Stalking is a growing concern amongst Cyber crime, with the majority of 

victims being female. Evidence can be found in Internet chat-rooms and newsgroups, as well as 

through e-mail. The Internet provides anonymity, enabling perpetrators to be more vicious and 

threatening than might be the case in person. 
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38 Nott, Andrew and Feddy, Kevin. Lethal Weapons. Manchester Evening News, Sat. 10 Oct. 1998: 

Pg.1 
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